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Preface
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and the worldwide travel
restrictions it was also in 2021 hardly possible to
organize physical innovation missions. Therefore, the
focus was to organize the innovation missions digitally
in most cases. This new form of missions is a great
alternative where we were able to offer support to
bilateral innovation cooperation in these special times,
or as preparation/to replace a physical mission. With
the support of Enterprise Europe Network we managed
to organize many digital matchmaking activities for the
participants, which resulted in a bigger outreach than
when organizing a physical mission.
This annual report provides an overview of the various
innovation missions that we were able to organize in
2021. Sorted on the different programs from which
these missions have been initiated. The report will
show a diverse range: outbound as well as inbound
(mostly digital) missions, driven by different sectors
(sometimes co-organised with industry organisations)
and in close collaboration with the IA-network and
embassies. And last but not least; regularly combined
with other instruments made available by the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency.
Missions 2021
The innovation missions are focused on exploration of
the R&D roadmap and orientation on technological
cooperation. The missions were suitable for all parties
that strive for international cooperation: from
companies to knowledge institutes and from
governments to cities.
With these missions we supported among others the
Top Sectors and societal challenges, promoting the
Netherlands as an innovation country. Since 2020, we
also actively highlight the CSR rules for our innovation
missions, emphasizing compliance with the OECD
guidelines more than before. Together with the
Innovation Attaché network at the embassies in 15
countries, we mapped out opportunities together
with companies.
Highlights innovation missions 2021
Due to the Covid regulations we have implemented 4
physical missions (AI in Health France, Photonics
France, Photonics Germany and Smart Cities
Barcelona) and 12 digital innovation missions. Together
with the IA-Network we organized several online
meetings, information sessions, workshops and
webinar for these digital events. In total almost 1000
people participated in the physical and mostly digital
missions; 28 thematic webinars were organized. We are
proud of these results and will make use of the acquired
knowledge and experience, also after the Covid
regulations will be lifted.

Benefits
As this report will show, participation in an innovation
mission can bring many benefits in a short time:
• Knowledge about the state of specific research in the
target country or a region
• Meetings with potential partners in the field of
innovation and technology
• Insight into local policy and local investment
programs
• Advice on possible connection to international
(financing) programs like PIB, EEN, Horizon 2020,
Eureka/Eurostars
• Growth of the participants’ international network
• Increase brand awareness of individual participating
organizations
• Therefore, innovative, high tech companies and
academics with ambition to grow their international
network, join our Innovation missions.
Team IRIS and Team MATCH
The IRIS (International Research and Innovation
Cooperation) team is the expertise centre of the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO.nl), for marketoriented, international research and innovation
cooperation.
The team focuses on companies, knowledge
institutions and universities. With various European
research and innovation programs for international
cooperation, team IRIS can help providing the right
resources, instruments or contacts. Team IRIS works
behalf of several ministries: EZK, BZ, LNV, OCW, VWS,
I&W and J&V. Service and customer orientation is of
great importance.
Team Match (Mission And Technology Cooperation Hub)
was newly established in 2021. One of the services is
the organisation of Innovation Missions, where the
team Team Match helps Dutch companies, academics
and other stakeholders realising their global ambitions,
by matchmaking, company visits, conferences, and
side-events. The matchmaking which is increasingly
used in -digital- innovation missions, is offered by
Enterprise Europe Network which is also part of team
MATCH.
Grateful thanks are extended to all team IRIS and team
MATCH colleagues who contributed to the valuable
outcome of the 2021 innovation missions. Their contact
details for further background information can be found
in this report.
Lotte Schippers
Coordinator
Team International Technology and Innovation Missions
| Team MATCH
International Research and Innovation Cooperation
Prinses Beatrixlaan 2 | 2595 AL | The Hague (visiting
address)
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Innovation Missions
2021

USA

France

1. Data & Hea
2. Photonics
3. AI mission

Spain

Digital CES Innovation
Roadshow
Jan-Feb

Smart City
Barcelona
14-18 November

16 Missions

28

Webinars

927 Participants

10

6

617 Organisations
207 Startups

Countries
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EU

100 Climate Neutral Cities in
Europe by 2030
14 & 21 June

Germany

alth mission 23-24 November
s mission 17 November
n 25-28 January

1. Photonics mission 7 July
2. AI mission 24-26 March

Japan
1. Photonics Quantum and Nano Mission
multiple events
2. Greenhouse Robotics 25 November

South-Korea
1. Hydrogen mission 8-10 September
2. Semicon mission 27-29 October

Taiwan
Photonics mission
multiple events

India
1. AI mission 13-15 September
2. Climate smart agriculture
multiple events

Singapore
AI in Health mission
8-11 November
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Contributions to
SDGs
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German-Dutch Artificial Intelligence Event

Fact finding (with companies and research institutes in conjunction with EEN)
Digital mission
Date
Location NL
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Delegation leader
Co-organised by

March 24, 2021
The Hague (Studio RVO)
Artificial Intelligence
Companies:
92
Research institutes:
40
Government related:
39
Other:
12
TOTAL
183
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate (DDE)
Marloes Pomp (chairman of the day)
in cooperation with the Dutch AI Coalition and various German partners

Background
Artificial Intelligence is one of the key enabling
technologies that is currently shaping our future
societies. To maintain our economic competitiveness in
the world the EU and its individual members states are
aware that cross-border corporation in the field of AI
is essential. Many research institutes in Germany and
the Netherlands are doing world-renowned research on
AI, big data and its various applications. At the same
time many companies, in particular small and medium
enterprises are overwhelmed by the task that lays ahead
to implement AI in their current business model.
Objective
• R&D session: will give Dutch and German
participants an overview of upcoming EU calls
(HorizonEurope, EUREKA etc.). This provides a basis
for the matchmaking session where participants,
with the EU calls in the back of their mind, can look
for relevant counterparts
• Expert sessions: to give various experts a chance to
form a first basis for future cooperation
• Online matchmaking to find relevant Dutch or
German partners
Brief Summary
Each expert session has its own dynamic and specific
follow-up. The expert session was as a kick-off for
more closer cooperation. For example: Smart Industry
session fits in the German-Dutch Smart Industry
Agenda, for Mobility within the framework of SMM
mobility, for Data-Sharing we will move into the next
phase of cooperation after earlier talks about IDS and
GAIA-X, etc etc.

12
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Suggestions for follow-up of the expert sessions
• Participation in the NFIA mission to the Netherlands
now planned on the 17th of June. Program of this
mission will be determined based on the interest and
outcome of the German-Dutch AI Expert Day
• Develop a joint roadmap/agenda for the coming year
where you can regularly meet
• Discuss with the National Contact Points at RVO
which EU calls come out and see if we can support in
the building of a consortia
• Possibility, although limited budget, for a specific
market research
• Develop a joint field-lab or use case within the
GAIA-X framework
Topics (Expert sessions)
• AI & Smart Industry: creating a joint Dutch-German
AI Fieldlab
• AI & Healthcare: towards a common position on
healthcare AI
• AI & Mobility: city logistics and autonomous driving
• AI & Agri-food: greenhouses of the future
• AI & Data Sharing: a common architecture to share
our valuable data
Follow-up
• Each of the expert sessions will become a track on its
own after the 24th. With its own roadmap/plan of
action after the session

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Okke Scholten, okke.scholten@rvo.nl
IA Germany: Lars Kramer, lars.kramer@minbuza.nl
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Innovation mission Data & Health French-Dutch
collaboration in the framework of Long COVID

Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Date
Outbound
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Delegation leader

November 23 – 24, 2021
Paris, France
Life Sciences & Health
Companies/Foundations: 1
Research institutes:
5
Government related:
3		
Total:
9
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate
Esther Hogenhout & Niels van Leeuwen

Background
In January 2021, a large Artificial Intelligence (AI) mission
took place to France. This virtual mission served as a
first exploration of the AI landscape in France. One of the
themes within this three-day programme focused on data
availability and data sharing in healthcare. Exchanging
health data is not straightforward. The Health Data Hub
in France and Health-RI in the Netherlands address the
challenges involved in exchanging health data across
institutions and national borders.

with a kick off meeting and an informal dinner on November
the 23rd. The next day was divided in two sessions: the
morning session focused on health data exchange and
collaboration in research, while the afternoon session
was all about Long Covid: Dutch and French researchers
presented their research projects on Long COVID and
possibilities for collaboration were explored.

Research into persistent complaints after COVID-19 is
taking place in many countries. France has set up a long
COVID platform project together with Belgium. Dutch
researchers and organisations are invited to participate.
This was the trigger to take up data sharing for research
into persistent complaints after COVID 19 (long
COVID) as a concrete use case for health data sharing
cooperation between the Netherlands and France.

Topics
• Health data sharing & AI (initiatives)
• Health data for research and innovation
• International Data Sharing
• Long Covid research as a concrete case - (research)
initiatives

Objective
• Knowledge exchange on health data sharing
experiences and long covid research
• Explore opportunities for international research
cooperation and data sharing, use case Long Covid
Brief Summary
To promote data exchange and explore concrete
cooperation projects, a two-day workshop is organised
with French and Dutch public and private stakeholders.
On November 23 and 24, Dutch and French health data and
Long COVID experts met in the Atelier Néerlandais in Paris
for the innovation mission Data and Health. Seventeen
Dutch participants came to Paris to meet and interact with
the French ecosystem. The main focus of this mission was
to reinforce French-Dutch collaboration in health data
exchange and (Long COVID) research. The program started
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Video impression: Artificial Intelligence and Health
mission focused on Long Covid - YouTube

Follow-up
• Bilateral connections have been made between
French and Dutch health data experts and Long
COVID researchers with some already concrete
actions for collaboration
• All Dutch organisations are invited to visit the new
PariSanté Campus in 2022
• The door is open for Dutch research institutes and
companies to get actively involved in PariSanté
Campus. Together with the Embassy further more
concrete opportunities will be explored in 2022
• Initiative for joint paper on ongoing long covid
studies by Dutch participants

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Niels van Leeuwen, niels.vanleeuwen@rvo.nl
IA France: Esther Hogenhout, esther.hogenhout@minbuza.nl
IA France: Elena Bindels, elena.bindels@minbuza.nl
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Indo-Dutch mission on digital key
enabling technologies

Fact finding
Digital mission
Date
Location NL
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Delegation leader
Co-organised by

September 13 - 15, 2021
The Hague (Studio EZK)
Outbound
Key Enabling Technologies
Companies:
29
Research institutes:
11
Government related:
3
Other:
3
TOTAL
46
*Here we only looked at the people who registered on the B2match event page
as a participant. It does not include the participants of the expert sessions who
did not register and the people registering on the event page as organization
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate
Netherlands Innovation Network India
Netherlands Enterprise Agency, the Netherlands embassy India

Background
The Indian government is fostering the country’s
transformation into a digitally empowered society
and knowledge economy, powered by emerging
technologies like AI, through its “digital India program”.
Despite vigorous and successful implementation of
digital programs, India still faces challenges given
its scale and magnitude and the diversity of societal
challenges. The Indian government as well as the
private sector stakeholders and knowledge institutes
have shown keen interest in co-creating and piloting
new digital solutions with partners from the Netherlands
for shared societal challenges.
Objective
The mission focusses on digital key enabling
technologies, in particular IoT, Big data, Block chain and
AI for digital solutions on shared societal challenges.
The mission is set up in two-steps: the first step is a
virtual track, the second step is the physical mission to
India. In this report we are describing this first step and
in 2022 we are taking the second step.
The virtual mission is focused on:
• Fact finding in the form of a series of webinars and
round tables on digital technologies
• Virtually connecting Indian and Dutch stakeholders
• Exploring and identifying specific subjects an themes
for the physical mission

16
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Summary
Remote sensing for water applications session
(Digital Key Enabling Technologies & Water)
• Availability of water
• Rejuvenation of water bodies
• Flood management
Suggestions for follow-up of the expert session:
• How to speed up implementation of KDTs and go from
general solution to local application
• How will we finance the implementation trajectory?
• In India a Danish-India Water Hub is being created,
focusing on how the two countries can work together
on water issues; suggestion to create similar
platform between India and the Netherlands
Plant breeding session
(Digital Key Enabling Technologies & Agri and Food)
Discussion were on the type of data (genomic
data phenotypic analyses etc.), interoperability,
postulating the right hypothesis and making the
correct interpretations with the available data. Both the
Netherlands and India have a strong breeding sector,
most focus should be on vegetables and legumes,
specific mention for tomatoes and peppers.
Suggestions for follow-up of the expert session:
• Several parties expressed their interest to explore
possible Public Private Partnerships (PPP)

Day 1

Day 2

13 September 2021

Day 3

14 September 2021

15 September 2021

Round tables expert sessions (invite only)

10.30 CET
(14.00 IST)

of Indo-Dutch mission
on Digital Key Enabling
Technologies (KET)

10.45-11.45 CET
(14.15-15.15 IST)

Dutch and Indian
perspectives on
Digital KET

12:55-13:05 CET
(16:25-16:35 IST)

Collaboration Journey
& Announcement
between Municipality
of the Hague & Govt. of
Telangana

13.05-13.15 CET
(16.35-16.45 IST)

closing remarks
and outline day 2
of the mission

Digital KET

09:30-10:00 CET
(13:00-13:30 IST)

9.30 -11.30 CET
(13.00-15.00 IST)

Digital KET and
Non-Communicable
Diseases (NCDs)

Impact of AI on
everyday living
Break-out session:
Plant breeding for
climate resilient crops
10:00-11:30 CET
(13:30-15:00 IST)

11.30-12.00 CET
15.00-15.30 IST

12.00-14.00 CET
(15.30-17.30 IST)

Break-out session:
Remote sensing
10:00-11:30 CET
(13:30-15:00 IST)

9:30 - 14:30 (CET)
13:00 - 18:00 (IST)

B2B Matchmaking

Bilateral Indo-Dutch
innovation agenda on:
Water, Agri & Health

Digital KET
& Water

B2B Matchmaking

12:00-12:55 CET
(15:30-16:25 IST)

Tea break

Digital KET
& Agri and Food

Joint Session
Water & Agro

B2B Matchmaking

11.45-12.00 CET
(15.15-15.30 IST)

Digital KET
& Health

Plenary track

Lunch / tea break

Digital KET and Antimicrobial Resistance (AMR):
One Health (Joint session health, agri and water)

Importance of
Ethical AI

Subject to change

AMR – One Health session
(Digital Key Enabling Technologies in Health, Agri, food
& water)
In India many farmers rely on the use of Anti Biotics
for animal health. This is due to lack of information
and awareness of the issue. An ecosystem should be
developed to address the issue more holistically and
also look the behavioral aspects.
Suggestions for follow-up of the expert session:
• The experts expressed their interest in continuing
the dialogue and establishing a joint AMR-One Health
agenda for collaboration between India and the
Netherlands
• AMR is a wicked problem which needs a long-term
commitment (carrots & sticks)
• Focus on increasing awareness, developing the
appropriate business models including behavioral
science

• S
 tart piloting on a small scale, using a data-driven
approach
• Utilize the Indo-Dutch accelerator platform
Better Living
In the webinar better living there were panels
discussions on ethical AI and show cases of various AI
based projects being executed by the State of Telangana
& the Municipality of the Hague.
Follow-up
Regarding follow up the Netherlands Embassy Network
and the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) are
willing to facilitate, supporting the above suggestions.
Considering the fact that most suggestions take time,
long-term commitments are needed from supporting
mechanisms.
To continue the active participation in 2022 a physical
mission to India is intended to be organized in
collaboration with experts.
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Okke Scholten, okke.scholten@rvo.nl
IA India: Sandra Kalidien, sandra.kalidien@minbuza.nl
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• E
 xploring a Center of Excellence on plant breeding
(phenomics) in India, this should preferably be
hosted by an existing organization (e.g. ICRISAT)
• As such there is an interest to set up regular
interactions to explore possible collaborations
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CES Netherlands Innovation Roadshow 2021

Digital mission
Date
Location NL
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants
Commissioned by
Related event/trade mission
Co-organised by

January 18 - Februari 20, 2021		
Online		
Multiple countries 		
Multiple sectors		
Around 20 participants per session + in total 18 sessions		
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
CES 2021		
Netherlands Inonvation Attache Network and Startup Liaison Officers

Background
80+ delegation of Dutch startups and scale-ups that took
part January 11 - 14 in the Netherlands Pavilion at the
all-digital CES 2021, the global stage for innovation. For
the fifth consecutive year, the Netherlands showcased
its tech solutions aimed at solving global challenges.
The largest Dutch delegation ever to CES included
technology startups in climate change, energy transition,
sustainability, circularity, smart mobility, smart cities,
medtech, healthtech, nanotech, photonics, quantum
computing, telecom/5G, AI, VR, IoT and more.

18
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Objective
An exclusive preview of an ambitious global initiative:
The Netherlands CES Innovation Roadshow, which
made virtual stops at innovation hubs in Berlin, Boston,
Istanbul, London, New Delhi, Paris, Seoul, Shanghai,
Singapore, Stockholm, Taipei, Tel Aviv and Tokyo, aiming
to help the Dutch CES delegation to learn about the
opportunities and challenges of doing business in these
hubs and to help generate leads.

Follow-up
• Individual follow up’s Dutch CES delegation
• CES Innovation Roadshow 2022
Related instruments and services of RVO
• CES 2021
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Tong Jiang, tong.jiang@rvo.nl

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Brief Summary
After a very successful CES2021, part of the Dutch
delegation continued to showcase its innovative
tech solutions for global challenges during the virtual
Netherlands Innovation Roadshow 2021. After the kickoff in Boston and New York on 18 January, the roadshow
moved to other innovation hubs mentioned above. Until
February 15, entrepreneurs were able to explore new
markets and establish contacts with like-minded people
in these hubs. Tailor-made market expansion sessions
and meet ups with our innovation and startup liaison
officers at embassies and consulates were organized.
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Netherlands / Singapore Digital Health Week

:
Fact finding (with companies and research institutes in conjunction with EEN)
Digital mission
Date
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Delegation leader
Related event/trade mission
Co-organised by

November 8 -11, 2021		
LSH		
Companies:			
14
Research institutes:			
10
Government/PPS related/NGO:
11
Total: 			
35
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
Astrid Seegers, José Snoep		
In preparation of outbound Innovation mission Q3, 2022		
JAIN (Dementia session)

Background:
Similar to Singapore, the Netherlands faces the
challenges of an ageing population, a high disease
burden for cancers, metabolic diseases and CVDs,
and an expected growth in public health expenditure.
The Netherlands and Singapore are both strong in
digitalisation, have high quality research institutes
and hospitals, and a flourishing MedTech start-up
ecosystem with promising innovations to make health
delivery more efficient and effective. Shared challenges
and healthcare characteristics make the two countries
suitable partners to share best practices and start R&D
pilots together.
The challenges and cooperation opportunities for digital
technologies in healthcare is the central theme of the
mission program. The objectives are:
• finding out what the next steps are potential focal
points are to enable future cross-border R&D
cooperation in Digital Health between Singapore and
the Netherlands
• providing direction for LSH activities in 2022,
including defining focus for next innovation mission
planned in Q3 2022
Brief summary:
Four closed, virtual focus sessions (each 2 hours) were
held. For each session Singaporean and Dutch experts
were invited to contribute. One session was addressing
the data infrastructure and governance. The other
three sessions were focused on more specific digital
health application areas. In each session the experts
presented their work, project or expertise for 5-10
minutes each. After which there was room for questions
from and interaction with the other participating experts
and moderator (Astrid/Jose). Afterwards, for each expert
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contribution the potential next steps are assessed by
the organizing team and follow-up actions are taken.
For instance detailed background information sharing,
warm introductions and project exchange.
Topics:
• Data infrastructure & governance
• Prevention & chronic disease management
• Dementia
• Medical Imaging & Devices
Follow-up
• Individual follow-up, continue to connect experts and
additional matchmaking
• Initiate conversations for pilot Data Sharing and
Federated Learning with National Artificial
Intelligence Office Singapore
• Explore the possibilities of joining/connecting to
(national) projects already ongoing
• Exchange Research Collaboration Agreement (RCA)
formats
• Share detailed information and reports
• Look intro structuring of deploy/implementation
requests and market entry information with
co-development agreements
• Explore possibilities for joint testbeds and –labs
• Follow-up innovation mission planned in Q3 2022
Related instruments and services of RVO:
• Support by team member IRIS and advisor
international R&D LSH
• Eurostars and Health~Holland HHINT Kickstarter
could be instrumental to fund future bilateral R&D
initiatives

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Tong Jiang, tong.jiang@rvo.nl
RVO: Niels van Leeuwen, niels.vanleeuwen@rvo.nl
IA Singapore: Astrid Seegers, astrid.seegers@minbuza.nl
IA Singapore: José Snoep, jose.snoep@minbuza.nl
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Mission Report Photonics Germany

Fact finding (with companies and research institutes in conjunction with EEN)
Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Digital mission
Date
Location
Participants

Commissioned by
Delegation leader
Related event/trade mission

July 7, 2021		
Berlin, Germany 		
Companies:
6
Research institutes:
2
Government related:
1 		
Total:
9
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate 		
Photonics NL, QuantumDelta		
Royal visit Germany

Background
Photonics is an important key enabling technology
in Germany and the Netherlands. Both Countries are
leading players in Europe in this field. In the last few
years close contacts have been established thanks
to innovation missions organized between the Dutch
Photonics Clusters (Photondelta, PhotonicsNL, DOC)
and regional German Photonics Clusters. The objective
of the 2021 mission was to deepen these contacts.
Objective
• Deepen the collaboration in photonics technology
development
• Identify topics, especially application areas of
common interest for Collaboration
• Strengthen the position in EU Programs of Horizon
Europe
Brief Summary
Due to the ongoing situation with the COVID pandemic
unfortunately most of the effort had to go on in the form
of digital events. The foreseen presence at the Laser
München had to be postponed to 2022.
The advantage of digital events is that they are
not bound to a specific period. Throughout 2021 in
collaboration with the German Clusters we organized
several digital workshops around technological and/
or possible application areas together with Photonics
NL (and Photondelta, DOC). RVO has promoted these
events and when needed helped with the programming.

Webinars were organized on the topics of:
• Automotive
• Agri-food
• Integrated Photonics
• Silicon Photonics
• Optomechatronical systems
The opportunity arose to develop a one day program
during the Royal Visit to Berlin in July. For this event the
topic quantum was integrated in the program due to the
synergy opportunities of photonics and quantum.
During the Royal visit we addressed the following
topics:
• Integrated Photonics
• Education/women in photonics
• Collaboration Berliner Glass/ASML,
optomechatronics
• Quantum technology
Follow-up
• Presence of the Dutch cluster and the Photonics
Days Berlin (done)
• A thematic session quantum technologies with the
Berlin cluster (done)
• A thematic session optomechatronica with the Berlin
cluster (done)
• In 2022 presence at the due to covid delayed Laser
World of Photonics München
• In 2022 presence of the Germans at the Dutch
Photonics event
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Eddy Schipper, eddy.schipper@rvo.nl
IA Germany: Bart Sattler, bart.sattler@minbuza.nl
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Innovation Mission ‘Photonics meets France’

Fact finding
Date
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants
Commissioned by
Delegation leader

November 17, 2021		
Outbound		
Photonics		
Cluster organizations: 3
Total:
3
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
Ron van der Kolk		

Background
Photonics is in Europe seen as one of the essential
key technologies for the digital transformation and the
green transition of Europe. France and the Netherlands
play a major role in these transformations. According
to Photonics Market Study 2017 (Optech Consulting),
France and the Netherlands are in the top positions
in Europe, in Photonics production and Photonics
Employees.
Both countries want to learn from each other, look for
common economic benefits and technical/research
challenges in the field of photonic technologies and
stay a frontrunner thanks to new photonics enabled
innovations.

24
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Objective
• Meeting and getting to know each other
• Facilitate and enhance existing collaborations
• Define new collaboration opportunities
Overall vision/ strategy photonics
• Get the Integrated photonics technology to higher
TRL levels. Develop the manufacturing supply chain
and invest in packaging, testing and photonics
chip-manufacturing facilities
• Get the photonics technology into new (sensing)
application areas like medical, agro/food and
automotive

Topics
• Integrated photonics (packaging, photonic chips)
• Sensing in application areas such as medical, agro/
food and automotive
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Eddy Schipper, eddy.schipper@rvo.nl
IA France: Stefan Koreneef, stefan.koreneef@minbuza.nl

Video impression: https://youtu.be/2NCKPH3rdOE
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Brief Summary
In 2021 a series of online events have been organized.
We also set up a ‘France – the Netherlands Photonics
innovation matchmaking Platform’. The aim of this
platform is to facilitate and accelerate new French-Dutch
Photonics business and research opportunities. The
platform is a marketplace, where supply and demand
from Dutch and French partners can be matched. On
November 17th, a small NL delegation with representatives
from PhotonicsNL, PhotonDelta and DOC met with their
French counterparts at the NL Residence in Paris for a
roundtable discussion. Possible collaboration areas were
identities and both parties expressed strong interest to
work together on cross-border solutions in photonics.
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Quantum and Photonics Japan factfinding

Digital mission
Date online
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Co-organised by

Multiple digital events 		
High-Tech, Quantum/Photonics		
Companies:
6
Research institutes:
4
Government related:
2
Total:
12		
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
Photondelta, Quantumdelta and DOC

Background
Quantum:
Both NL and Japan have government policies and
roadmaps (Top Sector resp. Society 5.0) which
strategically position Quantum as a key enabling
technology.
• NL: National Agenda Quantum Technology
(September 2019)
• JP: Cross Ministerial program (SIP) on Photonics and
Quantum Technology for Society 5.0, incl. R&D plan
(august 2019) and roles for Government (funding)
Agencies like QST and NEDO
Both countries are home to internationally renowned
institutes and companies that invest heavily in
developing key aspects of Quantum technology.
Both countries describe the existing bilateral quantum
technology relations as essential and fruitful (e.g. during
the NL-JP STI Joint Committee of July 2019).
Photonics:
High-tech industry in both NL and Japan invest heavily
in Photonics as key technology in areas like Health,
Manufacturing, ICT, Semicon, Energy & Environment and
Agri-food.
• NL: National Agenda Photonics (1)
• JP: Cross Ministerial program (SIP) on Photonics and
Quantum Technology for Society 5.0, incl. R&D plan
(2019/8)
Japan has a photonics industry that is comparable to
the whole of Europe, and covers areas like integrated
photonics, nano-photonics and optics. These are
important areas with potential for bilateral collaboration
with strong NL initiatives such as the Dutch Optics
Centre and PhotonDelta.
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Objective
Quantum:
• Intensify the bilateral relations, between
governments, companies and academia
• Commercialize quantum technology
• Develop bilateral programs on quantum technology
• Benchmark to strengthen NL policies and programs
• Put NL in strategic position to link Japan to EU
Flagship program on Quantum Technology
Photonics:
• Intensify the bilateral relations, between
governments, companies and academia
• Commercialize photonics technology in areas
mentioned above
• Develop bilateral programs on photonics technology
• Benchmark to strengthen NL policies and programs
Brief Summary
• Before April 13th separate meetings with the Dutch
quantum, photonics and nano (PIB nano Japan) had
taken place to discuss joint approach toward
cooperation with Japan
• April 13th a ‘closed’ webinar with the Dutch
stakeholders to establish a working group
• May 6th a ‘closed’ webinar with Japanese and Dutch
stakeholders to get to know each other
• J uly 6th a broad accessible webinar for Dutch and
Japanese companies, institutes working in
photonics, quantum and nano
• November 24th, Riken open house meeting. Get to
know the Riken institute in the Netherlands

Follow-up
• February 9th 2022, webinar nano PIB
• When possible define a program for a real innovation
visit to Japan for 2022

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Eddy Schipper, eddy.schipper@rvo.nl
RVO: Tong Jiang, tong.jiang@rvo.nl
IA Japan: Rob Stroeks, rob.stroeks@rvo.nl
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Taiwan-NL Photonics

Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Digital mission
Date
Location
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Related event/trade mission

Many virtual events during 2021		
Virtual, different webinars		
High-tech: Photonics		
Companies:
7
Research institutes:
1
Government related:
2		
Total:
10
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
Eureka Globalstars

Background
From 2016 to 2020 different photonics events were
already organised. Also 6 EUREKA Globalstars Photonics
projects started in 2018 to strengthen the Photonics
R&D collaboration. In 2020 with the start of the COVID
crisis an outbound innovation mission photonics had to
be postponed on the very last moment. Shortly after that
the programming of regular photonics webinars started.
Beyond the joint innovation projects, it became clear
that there are more possibilities in Taiwan to collaborate
in photonics. Photonic Sensing is a successful
application and the success of the Globalstars projects
showed us new possibilities. Integrated Photonics is
another area with a lot of perspective. Already seen
earlier but not yet completely exploited till 2020.

Brief Summary
Unfortunately again 2021 became a year heavily
influenced by COVID. Regulations stayed firm making
travel impossible. The proposed physical innovation
mission had again to be postponed.

New possibilities for 2021 became clear with a NWOMOST public private partnership call photonics and a
follow-up call for projects EUREKA Globastars.

In Taiwan and the Netherlands the NWO-MOST call
and the EUREKA Globalstars call have been promoted
heavily. Project proposals have been prepared and send
in for evaluation November/December.

Objective 2021
• Facilitate existing EUREKA GlobalStars
collaborations and a Globalstars demonstration at
Tapei101 and Taipei Metro Company
• Address new opportunities for fiber-optic sensing
and (integrated) photonics in the areas of
applications, manufacturing and packaging in
Taiwan, a step-up towards a new Globalstars call to
be realized in 2021
• Connect the integrated photonics and semicon
community NL-Taiwan
• Stimulate matchmaking amongst scientist for
projects for the 2021 NWO-MOST call for projects
photonics
• connect the integrated photonics technology with
the semicon roadmap, stimulate higher level TRL
development
28
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In the meanwhile a partly digital Globalstars project
meeting was organized in march, a real meeting for the
Taiwanese and a digital meeting for the International
(Dutch) participants.
A collaboration between the (Integrated) Photonics
community and Semicon Community resulted in a
joint webinar in September on the topic of Compound
Semiconductor Materials.

Topics
• (Fiber)sensing
• Integrated Photonics and Semiconductors
• Joint R&D calls
Follow-up
• Annual EUREKA GlobalStars (project) meeting
• Kick-off event for NWO-MoST joint call and 2022
Eureka Globalstars call
• Government meeting with MOST
• Innovation Cooperation Conference on Photonics
Applications
• Company/ site visits: Taiwan Semiconductor
Research Institute (NARlabs), Industrial Technology
Research Institute (ITRI) and Photonics Industry &
Technology Development Association

• Visit potential clients/ cooperation partners
• Networking dinner

Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Policy

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Eddy Schipper, eddy.schipper@rvo.nl
IA Taiwan: Anouk van der Steen,
anouk-vander.steen@nlot.org.tw
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Semiconductor Mission Korea 2021

Fact finding (with companies and research institutes in conjunction with EEN)
Digital mission
Date
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Related event/trade mission
Co-organised by

October 27 - 29, 2021		
Seoul (Korea)		
Semiconductor		
Companies:
5
Research institutes:
2
Government related:
Total:
7
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
SEDEX 2021 		
Netherlands Embassy Seoul

Background
Korea is leading world’s semiconductor and display
technologies and industries. Samsung Electronics and
SK Hynix is dominating the memory chips with precise
manufacturing technologies and Samsung Display
and LG Display have been dominating display panel
industries, especially organic LED (OLED) and Quantum
Dot Display. Korean economy is also greatly influenced
by the two sectors. Korea and the Netherlands are noncompeting complementary successful partners in the
semiconductor and display industry.
Korea realized that for materials, components and
knowledge in key industrial sectors (a.o. semicon and
display), it depends too much on Japan. Korea wants to
diversify its supply chain by finding new suppliers and
by developing technology themselves. To help Korean
companies make this transition, the Korean government
has set aside 5.8 billion Euro for the next seven years
to secure a more diverse supply chain for 100 key
components and materials. Korea is looking for foreign
entities for joint development.
In the Korean industry, the Netherlands is already
known as a trusted partner, especially for equipment as
ASML is supplying its cutting-edge machines. Now there
is the opportunity to expand to other machines, systems
and materials used in semiconductor and display sector.
Objective
• position the Netherlands as strategic partner in the
semicon and display industry, other than equipment
• generate leads for possible joint R&D-projects and/or
business/export to Korea
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Brief Summary
During the three days at the SEDEX (Korea’s second
largest semiconductor exhibition), the Netherlands
embassy in Korea (IA + EA) set up a Netherlands
Pavilion with 7 Dutch entities (list see appendix). Due
to travel barriers (two weeks’ quarantine upon arrival
in Korea), we make it a hybrid mission with only local
representation of the Dutch at the expo. The Dutch
embassy represented the Dutch companies without
a presence in Korea. Leads and information were
forwarded to them.
For the Dutch participants, we organized a webinar to
introduce themselves to the Korean industry. For this,
we rented a small meeting room at the expo venue.
Companies without representation joined on line. The
webinar was one of the official events of the SEDEX.
Topics
• Semiconductor equipment (metrology, packaging, …)
• Contract research
• EUV
Follow-up
• Companies are following up their leads
• Sector study report (finished Q1 2022)
• Start dialogue with RVO and EZK for a strategic
approach starting in 2022
• We have to work on improving visibility of the
capabilities of the Dutch sector towards the Korean
sector (industry + academia)
• Join SEDEX in 2022
Related instruments and services of RVO
• Sector study report in end of 2021, beginning of 2022
• Innovation mission in 2022
• Strategic approach with partners in NL including RVO

General remarks
• The Dutch were the only national pavilion at the
SEDEX. So we stood out. It created attention
• One important observation: everyone in the industry
knows ASML, a few know that it is a Dutch company,
and even fewer know that the Netherlands 200 other
organizations in the industry. In future activities we
need to take this into account and do more promotion
related to this
• We received several inquiries about working in the
Netherlands and in the Dutch sector, specially at ASML
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Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Tong Jiang, tong.jiang@rvo.nl
IA South-Korea: Peter Wijlhuizen, pw@nost-korea.com
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Hydrogen mission to Korea

Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Digital mission
Date
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by
Related event/trade mission
Co-organised by

September 8 - 11, 2021		
Seoul, South-Korea		
Hydrogen		
Companies:
8
Research institutes:
1
Government related:
Total:
9
Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate		
Hydrogen Energy+Mobility Show		
Embassy, RVO

Background
Early 2019, the Korean government has announced its
plan for Korea Hydrogen Economy. Goals include the
production of 6.2 million hydrogen cars and 15GW of
hydrogen fuel cells by 2040. In four years’ time 80,000
hydrogen cars should be driving in Korea. The Korean
government aims for 310 hydrogen refueling stations by
2022. Other than a new growth engine for the economy,
hydrogen is a means to reduce the fine dust issue and
is part of the new energy mix with higher percentage of
renewables and lower percentage of fossil fuels.
Individually, several Dutch companies have been
approaching and investigating opportunities that are
resulting from updated governmental plans. This has led
to some interest from the Korean side. Since Korea is
lacking the technologies and knowhow on component
level, it is looking abroad for partnership. H2production, niche fuel cell markets and safety aspects
also have potential opportunities.
To seize the opportunities, hydrogen was one of the
topics in the Joint Innovation Committee meeting of
2019. Furthermore, the Netherlands embassy and RVO
started activities 2020. In July 2020, the embassy
represented Dutch organizations on a hydrogen
exhibition in Korea. Business leads were transferred to
companies.
Objective
• further position the Netherlands as a potential
strategic partner for further developing the hydrogen
economy
• network with city/regions in Korea that will have
major hydrogen plans
• identify leads for possible joint R&D-projects (via
Eurostars) and/or business
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Brief Summary
During the biggest hydrogen event in Korea (H2
Mobility+Energy Show from 8 ~ 11 September), the
Netherlands Embassy set up a Netherlands Pavilion
for Dutch organization to get connected with Korean
counterparts. Due to travel barriers (two weeks’
quarantine upon arrival in Korea), we opted for a hybrid
version where Dutch could join online and the Dutch
embassy would represent them in the expo.
Dutch organizations could join the online B2B
matchmaking organized by EEN-partners. The Korean
EEN-partner actively search for possible matches.
To prepare the Dutch companies, we had an online
information session two weeks before the expo.
The NWBA signed an LoI with 11 other umbrella
organizations of industrial cooperation; it was also one of
the main speakers at the hybrid conference of the Show.
Topics
• H2 Mobility
• H2 Production & storage
Follow-up
• Companies are working in follow up of leads
• Join the H2World expo (November 2021)
• Actively supporting follow up between Dutch and
Korean companies (e.g. Proton Venture –
Samsung CT)
• A Korean province has shown intention to join a
H2 expo in NL
• Speaking at other H2 conferences in Korea
(e.g. in Ansan)

General remarks
• Very last minute, the organization choose to extend
the days of the expo to the Saturday. We did join, but
it was not effective. There were no business people
on Saturday; just ‘regular’ public
• During the expo, we learned that Korea is looking at
ammonia as a carrier of hydrogen and infrastructure
in harbors. From the Netherlands, there is also an
interest in this topic. We will try to connect the two
countries in these two topics in follow up
• The online B2B was not as successful as hoped. Most
contacts/leads were generated because we were
present at the expo and were able to talk with people
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Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Tong Jiang, tong.jiang@rvo.nl
IA South-Korea: Peter Wijlhuizen, pw@nost-korea.com
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Ministry of Agriculture,
Nature and Food Quality
Innovation is a priority for the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality (“LNV”), innovation forms the
basis of the Dutch success in agriculture. It will also be crucial in developing solutions for the challenges the
agricultural sector faces. The innovation missions are one of the instruments the ministry uses to stimulate and
promote innovation in an international context.
In the past two years, the LNV innovation missions focused exclusively on three selected countries, India, South
Africa and Japan. Due to the pandemic, the various missions and interactions had to be organized in a digital
manner. Although this posed some challenges to the mission participants and their international counterparts,
especially in following up, it resulted in various collaborations.
A number of industry driven collaborations were started under the Globalstars program. NWO also financed several
research projects between the Netherlands and India. In addition, WUR together with industry submitted Seed
Money Projects (Topsector) to explore collaborations in South Africa and Japan.
New phase of LNV innovation missions
From 2022 onwards the innovation missions of LNV will enter into a new phase, where thematic choices will be made
based on the new policy priorities and the challenges agriculture is facing. The International Strategy Sustainable
Agriculture (“ISDL”) is an important driver behind this, in addition to the Knowledge & Innovation Agenda of the
Topsectors. Based on these priorities and the opportunities for collaboration around the world, a number of
innovation missions will be organized towards selected countries.
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India: Climate Smart Agriculture

Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Digital mission
Date
Several digital events		
Location NL
Online sessions		
Outbound/Inbound			
Sector
Open field agriculture, plant breeding, animal husbandry, etc.		
Participants
Companies:
12
Research institutes:
5
Government related:
3
Total:
20
Commissioned by
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food Quality		

Background
Following the 2020 digital mission on Climate Smart
Agriculture, several (online) follow up activities were
organized during 2021 as international travel remained
difficult due to Covid.
Central to these activities is the bilateral WAH agenda,
focusing on Water-Agriculture-Health, which both
countries initiated in October 2019 during the State visit
of King Willem Alexander and Queen Maxima. During
2021 additional input and focus has been added to the
agenda in order to provide guidance for programming
activities in the coming year(s).
Within the Agriculture domain of the WAH agenda, the
main subjects include Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA)
and the reduction of Anti-Microbial Resistance (AMR).
Objective
Overall objective was to continue the dialogue and
interactions with Indian counterparts from government,
industry and research.
Specifically:
• Advance the bilateral, multi-annual WAH agenda re:
CSA and AMR
• Initiate and advance interactions on AMR (including
OneHealth)
Brief Summary
In order to provide input for concrete programs and
activities, as part of the bilateral WAH agenda, a series
of 3 roundtables was organized in July in which 14
representatives of agri-food companies and knowledge
institutes participated. A selected group of Dutch and
Indian experts from industry, research and the public
sector were invited to share insights, discuss ideas and
set priorities for the bilateral agenda.
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In September an online innovation mission on Digital
Key-Enabling Technologies took place. From the
agricultural domain focus was put on Plant Breeding,
Remote Sensing (water-related) and AMR (from a
OneHealth perspective). Focused expert sessions with
representatives from Industry and Research were held,
to discuss interests and define joint priorities.
Following the publication of the report on AMR in the
Indian poultry sector, a session was organized during
CII Tech Summit in December. Besides presenting
the main findings, Topsector Agri & Food moderated a
discussion between Indo-Dutch stakeholders and plans
for 2022 were announced, including an Indo-Dutch
WAH-accelerator and a visit to Poultry India.
Following the call for proposals in 2020, 3 projects
were started under the NWO-DBT program focusing on
Climate Smart Agriculture. Two of these projects focus
on Plant Breeding.
2021 also marked the start of 3 Globalstars projects,
all on agriculture – after intensive promotion of the call
during the different mission related activities. These
projects focus on remote sensing, plant breeding and
prevention of food loss.
Topics
• Climate Smart Agriculture, incl. Plant Breeding,
Remote Sensing, Food Loss
• Anti-microbial resistance (AMR) – reducing use of
antibiotics

Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality

Follow-up
• Possible physical mission in 2022, maybe combined
with the Digital KET mission.
• AMR visit around Poultry India (November 2022)
Related instruments and services of RVO
• Globalstars
• SMM
• PIB
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Bert van der Heide, bert.vanderheide@rvo.nl
Agricultural Attaché India: Michiel van Erkel,
michiel-van.erkel@minbuza.nl
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Japan: Greenhouse Robotics

Fact finding (with companies and research institutes in conjunction with EEN)
Follow-up and/or matchmaking
Digital mission
Date
Location NL
Outbound/Inbound
Sector
Participants

Commissioned by

November 25, 2021		
Studio		
		
Greenhouse horticulture		
Companies:
7
Research institutes:
3
Government related:
1
Total:
11
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food Quality		

Background
In recent years we have seen various interactions
and exploratory visits between Dutch and Japanese
companies related to the digitalization and robotization
in greenhouse horticulture.
In 2021 various activities were organized to further
explore further interests and create new links between
Dutch and Japanese stakeholders, including the digital
economic mission (February) and the TeamNL Tokyo
Expo (June). During these events a clear interest and
potential for collaboration was identified on both sides.
A group of greenhouse technology companies and
research organizations registered for the mission
(planned for end of November 2021).
Since the physical mission had to be postponed, a
digital kick-off session was organized to introduce the
Dutch mission participants and their joint proposition
regarding cooperation with Japan.
Objective
Main objective of this digital kick-off session was to
reach out to interested Japanese stakeholders and
inform them on the Dutch interest to collaborate in the
field of greenhouse robotics. The event provided the
opportunity to:
• Present the Dutch mission participants
• Present the Dutch proposition towards cooperation
with Japan
• Establish first interactions and exploring interest
from selected Japanese stakeholders
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Brief Summary
The session was moderated by the President of AVAG,
also the Topsector Horticulture & Starting Materials was
represented during the session, both underlining the
importance and interest from the Dutch greenhouse
horticulture sector.
During several table discussions the current state of
digitalization in the greenhouse sector was discussed,
as well as the ongoing efforts, ambitions and
expectations in robotization. Specifically the potential
of collaboration between Japan and the Netherlands in
developing greenhouse robotics was discussed. Several
Japanese speakers presented their perspective and
ambitions in collaborating with the Netherlands.
A group of 80 participants from Japan joined the
session, ranging from large tech companies such as
Denso, Fanuc and Panasonic, as well as researchers
from horticulture and technology.
The participants were able to interact through questions
and responding to Mentimeter poll questions. From the
responses to the poll and the questionnaire (which was
sent afterwards), a clear interest in collaboration was
expressed and these responses will be followed up visà-vis the different stakeholders.
Topics
• Robotic technology for greenhouse applications
• Autonomous, data-driven growing

Follow-up
• A (physical) mission is planned for Q2 2022 (pending
travel possibilities)
• Ongoing discussions with NL Works as to the
possible role they might play in the later stages of
Dutch-Japanese collaborations in horticulture
Related instruments and services of RVO
• Seed Money Project (Topsector Agri & Food /
Topsector Horticulture & Starting Materials)
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality

Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Bert van der Heide, bert.vanderheide@rvo.nl
Agricultural Attaché Japan: Denise Lutz,
dms.lutz@minbuza.nl
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Digital mission AI France

Digital mission
Date
Sector
Participants

Co-organised by

January 25 - 28, 2021
AI in healthcare, mobility, agri-food and data sharing
Companies (industry/sme’s):
149
Companies (startups):			
75
Research institutes/agencies:
87
Government related:			
62
Total: 			
198 Dutch participants & 172 French participants
NL AI Coalition was the main organizer, we supported on several trajectories

Background
France and the Netherlands will collaborate intensively
in the field of artificial intelligence (AI). The national AI
coalitions of both countries will jointly investigate how
SMEs can make optimal use of AI; the two countries will
use agricultural data to increase the possibilities of AI
for farmers; entrepreneurs and researchers who wish to
jointly apply for EU subsidies for new innovations can
count on more support from both governments.
Objective
• Collaborations between NL AI Coalition and Hub
France IA to ensure that as many entrepreneurs and
researchers as possible can benefit from AI
• Exchange experiences on topics such as Humancentric AI, Data Sharing and involving SMEs
• Set up matchmaking and to share experiences about
the collaboration between corporates and startups
Brief Summary
The digital mission from 25 to 28 January has attracted
370 participants in total, of which 198 from the
Netherlands and 172 from France. We helped the main
organizers to organize 30 online sessions focused
on different topics such as AI in healthcare, mobility,
agri-food and data sharing. During the missions, 89
matchmaking meetings took place.
Follow-up
• Innovation mission on AI in health
• Cooperation with Hub France IA on use cases in the
area of automated driving, traffic management and
smart charging
• Explore how to collaborate on agricultural data to
determine more precisely when to harvest and how
much nutrients are needed
• Follow up mission NL to Fr on AgTech Greenhouse
Horticulture in collaboration with MAA (to be planned)
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Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Niels van Leeuwen, niels.vanleeuwen@rvo.nl
RVO: Roy Paulissen, roy.paulissen@rvo.nl
RVO: Bert van der Heide, bert.vanderheide@rvo.nl
IA France: Stefan Koreneef, stefan.koreneef@minbuza.nl
IA France: Joannette Polo, joannette.polo@minbuza.nl

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Innovation missions report 2021
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Smart Cities
Quotes:
• “ Without cities the Green Deal won’t happen. Cities must go through a systemic transformation which is radical,
fast and holistic. Cities will need help, but it is the only way” (Ana Lisa Boni, Eurocities)
• “Dutch cities are role models” (Matthew Baldwin, European Commission)
• “Not one technology will change the world, it is the combination” (Andy Lurling, Lumolabs)
• ‘Working in ecosystems is important. No one can do it alone” (Dirk De Bilde, Siemens)
• “ We also need to look at the spillovers of the mission, this will create new industries” (Matthew Baldwin,
European Commission)
• “ On a collective level we need to go faster. However, from an individual ad profit perspective waiting is probably
the best strategy” (Maarten van Poelgeest, Chairman of the Implementation table built environment, Dutch
Climate Agreement)
• “ Digital creates value with intangible assets which we don’t capture in the GDP” (Cristina Martinez, European
Commission)
• “ Not only technology is evolving faster, but society as well. We have to be more creative about the different
solutions” (Pallas Agterberg, Alliander)
• “ We need to pull the initiatives together, providing support with a cross-sectoral approach” (Rosalinde van der
Vlies, European Commission)
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Smart City mission to Smart City World Expo
Congress 2021 in Barcelona

Follow up mission
Date:
November 14 - 18, 2021
Location:
Barcelona, Spain
Outbound/Inbound:
Sector:	Sustainable Smart City; Sustainable Building & Energy; Smart & Green Mobility; Digital
Infrastructure
Participants
Companies (corporates/sme’s): 44
Companies (startups):
14
Research institutes/agencies:
11
Government related:
23
Total:
92
Commissioned by:
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Delegation leader: 	Franc Weerwind, Mayor of Almere & Cathalijne Dortmans, Alderman of Helmand [Note:
both cancelled at the last minute due to new Covid-19 restrictions in the Netherlands. ]
Related event/trade mission: 	Smart City mission to Barcelona in 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 (virtual) 100 Climate Neutral
Cities in Europe by 2030 (June 2021, virtual)
Co-organised by: 	NBSO Barcelona, Amsterdam Trade & Innovatie, Brainport Eindhoven, municipality
of Rotterdam, municipality of the Hague, Innovation Quarter, ROM Utrecht Region,
Enterprise Europe Network. The business forum was co-organized by Cleantech
Scandinavia

Background
The Smart City World expo is held yearly in Barcelona.
This expo is the largest in the Europe in the field of
Smart Cities. Supported by SIB, the Netherlands
pavilion at the expo increased the visibility of Dutch
Smart City propositions, especially for start-ups
and SMEs.
Objective
The main objective of the Smart City mission to
Barcelona is to create business opportunities for
companies. More specifically, we offer companies and

cities the opportunity to: (i) collect knowledge from
other countries; (ii) export ideas to other countries and
build an international network; and (iii) find cooperation
partners.
Brief Summary
A group of 92 participants travelled to Barcelona to take
part in the mission. The mission had a somewhat rocky
start, given new Covid-19 restrictions were implemented
in the Netherlands two days before departure. This
meant that many cities cancelled their participation,
including the two delegation leaders. However, the
mission consisted of a dedicated group of participants.
Business forum (November 15)
With the ambition of accelerating the drive towards
climate neutrality and laying the foundation needed to
scale climate-positive innovations in cities, the Nordic
and Dutch delegations to the Smart City Expo World
Congress partnered with Enterprise Europe Network,
Germany Trade & Invest, ITEA and others to host the
Smart City Business Forum the day before the expo.
The forum engaged key international actors from cities,
investment, innovation, and infrastructure in dynamic,
action-oriented workshops to collaboratively identify
obstacles and solutions on the road to climate neutral
cities.With over 250 participants from 10 countries
present we focused on innovative technologies, their
climate impact potential and financing needs.
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SCEWC Expo (Tuesday November 16 – Thursday
November 18)
From Tuesday 16 – Thursday 18 Nov, the Netherlands
pavilion provided a program consisting of panel
sessions, pitches, networking and start-ups
events, incoming and outgoing delegations. This
provided participants with opportunities to connect
internationally and with other participants.

• S
 IB subsidy, provided by the Trade department
(International Programs)
• Support on the European Mission ‘Climate Neutral
and Smart Cities’ (Horizon Europe)
Contact RVO + IA/local counterpart
RVO: Laura Platenkamp, laura.platenkamp@rvo.nl
NBSO Barcelona: Lotte Engels, le@nbso-barcelona.com

Topics
• Sustainable building & energy
• Circularity
• Smart and green mobility
• Digital infrastructure, safety and security
• Climate-neutral and smart cities

Smart Cities

Follow-up
• Together with Cleantech Scandinavia follow-up will
be organised during H22, a Sustainable Smart City
event in Helsingborg
Related instruments and services of RVO
• Enterprise Europe Network, Both Matchmaking &
B2Match
Innovation missions report 2021
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100 Climate Neutral Cities in Europe by 2030

Digital mission
Date
June 14 & 21, 2021
Location:
European Union
Sector: 	Sustainable Smart City; Sustainable Building & Energy; Smart & Green Mobility;
Circularity; Urban Leadership, Climate Neutrality
Participants	
Dutch participants: 						211
Dutch business community (excluding the self-employed):
94
Foreign participants: 						176
Total: 						481
Commissioned by:
Ministry of Foreign Affairs & Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations
Related event/trade mission: 	Smart City mission to Barcelona in 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 (virtual), 2021
Floriade Expo 2022
Co-organised by:
FME, VNG and Enterprise Europe Network.

Background
The European Commission has set a target: 100 climateneutral cities by 2030 and a climate-neutral continent
by 2050. But how can we help European cities reach this
target? The European mission-driven approach is about
tackling barriers, deploying solutions and creating
market potential and impact by combining public and
private forces.
Objectives
• Mapping opportunities for business (in particular
SMEs) for climate-neutral city-related topics in the
Green Deal and Post-COVID Recovery funds, and the
mission plan ‘100 Climate-neutral cities by 2030’
• Strengthen current and develop new partnerships
and commitment for long-term collaboration within a
European context (networks, ecosystems, funding,
financing)
• Investigate possibilities for combining local,
regional, national, European and international funds
for scaling and making the climate-neutral and smart
city market infrastructure more mature
• Defining the building blocks of the climate-neutral
city and how to apply them towards 2030
Brief Summary
The event ‘100 Climate Neutral Cities in Europe by 2030’
held on 14 and 21 June 2021, focused on the question:
How can we help European cities become climateneutral as fast as possible? All 34+ sessions promoted
mission-driven innovation, investments and (citizen)
engagement. The programme was built on current and
future business opportunities in which technology
acts as a flywheel for replication, acceleration and
scale. The program was co-created with our local and
(inter)national partners. Individual matchmaking was
facilitated by Enterprise Europe Network.
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The main questions during the opening, lunch and
closing sessions were based on creating a shared
value by bringing together perspectives, abilities and
language. On 14 June this concerned: ‘What are the
needs of the private sector?’ On 21 June we focused on
the reverse: ‘What are the needs of the public sector?’
The event acknowledged the importance of wellfunctioning quadruple-helix ecosystems for realizing
the vision of the ‘Climate Neutral City’ through concrete
business opportunities now and in the near future.
These ecosystems integrate public and private partners,
combine digitalisation and sustainability, and work from
local to (inter)national scale.
Topics
The mission-driven event was structured by a cross
sectoral perspective on the following subjects:
• Circularity (in particular Energy-Water-Food-Waste)
• Sustainable Buildings and Energy
• Smart & Green Mobility
• Urban leadership: How can the government act as an
orchestrator and facilitate systematic change?
Follow-up
• Smart City mission to Barcelona organised in
November 2022
• Together with Cleantech Scandinavia follow-up will
be organised during H22, a Sustainable Smart City
event in Helsingborg in June 2022
Related instruments and services of RVO
• Enterprise Europe Network, Both Matchmaking &
B2Match
• Support on the European Mission ‘Climate Neutral
and Smart Cities’ (Horizon Europe)

Smart Cities

Contact RVO
RVO: Jacobine de Zwaan, jacobine.dezwaan@rvo.nl
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Innovation Mission Team - Core Innovation Mission Team
Innovation Mission Team
Core Innovation Mission Team
Pr. Beatrixlaan 2 | 2595 ALw | Den Haag
PO Box 93144 | 2509 AC| The Hague
innovatiemissies@rvo.nl
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Lotte Schippers
Coordinator Innovation
Missions
lotte.schippers@rvo.nl
06 1186 7930

Tong Jiang
Advisor Innovation
mission
tong.jiang@rvo.nl
06 1117 8711

Christina Koutsomaïlis
logistics innovation
mission
christina.koutsomailis1@rvo.nl
06 1188 8991

Chantal Mas
logistics innovation
mission
chantal.mas@rvo.nl
06 4608 1695
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Bert van der Heide
Advisor Innovation
mission
bert.vanderheide@rvo.nl
06 2937 1209

Innovation Mission Team - Mission Experts

Boy Dacier
Advisor defense &
security
boy.dacier@rvo.nl
06 21916856

Achim Eberspächer
NCP Energy
achim.eberspaecher@
rvo.nl
06 2937 0926

Stijn Greben
NCP ICT
stijn.greben@rvo.nl
06 111 774 86

Simon Haafs
Advisor ICT
simon.haafs@rvo.nl
06 1660 3311

Victor Hartong
Advisor defense &
security
victor.hartong@rvo.nl
06 2181 3073

Niels van Leeuwen
Liaison LSH
niels.vanleeuwen@
rvo.nl
06 5256 3310

Roy Paulissen
Advisor HTSM
Automotive/Robotics
roy.paulissen@rvo.nl
06 1588 6284

Laura Platenkamp
Advisor Smart Cities
laura.platenkamp@
rvo.nl
06 3111 4626

Eddy Schipper
Advisor HTSM Photonics/
Nanotechnologies
eddy.schipper@rvo.nl
06 5248 6333

Okke Scholten
NCP ICT
okke.scholten@rvo.nl
06 2111 0743

Ruben Wassink
NCP ICT
ruben.wassink@rvo.nl
06 1188 8572

Jacobine de Zwaan
Advisor Smart Cities
jacobine.dezwaan@
rvo.nl
06 1129 8224
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Innovation Mission Team
Experts
Pr. Beatrixlaan 2 | 2595 AL | Den Haag
PO Box 93144 | 2509 AC| The Hague
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Netherlands Innovation Network
Holland Innovation Network – Homebase
Rijksdienst voor Ondernemend Nederland
Pr. Beatrixlaan 2 | 2595 AL | Den Haag
Postbus 93144 | 2509 AC| Den Haag
ianetwerk@rvo.nl
Juri Roerink

Therésa Dao

Wendy Wanner

joannette.polo@minbuza.nl

esther.hogenhout@
minbuza.nl

bart.sattler@minbuza.nl

joop.gilijamse@minbuza.nl

laurien.moeilijker@
minbuza.nl

meret.smeitink@minbuza.nl

lars.kramer@minbuza.nl

Lies Timorason
Holland Innovation Network France
Ambassade du Royaume des Pays-Bas
Service pour la Science et la Technologie
7 Rue Eblé
F-75007, Paris
Stefan Koreneef
Joannette Polo
Esther Hogenhout
Lucienne Vaartjes

par-ia@minbuza.nl

lucienne.vaartjes@minbuza.nl
Holland Innovation Network Germany-Berlin
Botschaft des Königreichs der Niederlande
Büro für Wissenschaft und Technologie
Klosterstrasse 50
D-10179 Berlin
Bart Sattler
Joop Gilijamse
Laurien Moelijker
Meret Smeitink
Lars Kramer (München)
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Holland Innovation Network United Kingdom
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
38 Hyde Park gate | London | SW7 5DP | United
Kingdom
Marjolein Bouwers
marjolein.bouwers@
minbuza.nl
Holland Innovation Network Sweden
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Götgatan 16 A Stockholm
John Dekker
john.dekker@minbuza.nl

rory.nuijens@minbuza.nl

Holland Innovation Network Israel
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Office for Science and Technology
Beit Oz, 13e verdieping
14 Abba Hillel Street / Ramat Gan 52506
P.O. Box 1967 / Ramat Gan 52118, Tel Aviv
Racheli Kreisberg

Racheli@nost.org.il

Holland Innovation Network Russia
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands Office for Science and
Technology
Kalashny pereulok 6 | 115127 | Moscow |
Russian Federation/Russia
Sybe Noordermeer
Elena Kyzyngasheva

sybe.noordermeer@
minbuza.nl

ece.omur@minbuza.nl

elena.kyzyngasheva@
minbuza.nl

Index of contactpersons

Holland Innovation Network Turkey
Consulate General of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands
Istiklal Caddesi 197
3443 Beyoglu Istanbul, Turkey
Rory Nuijens
Ece Ömür
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Holland Innovation Network India
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Department for Science & Technology
6/50-F, Shantipath, Chnakyapuri,
New Delhi- 110 021 India
Dhoya Snijders (New Delhi)
Vikas Kohli (New Delhi)
Sandra Kalidien (Mumbai)
Akanksha Sharma (Bangalore)

fjf@
hollandinnovationnetwork.in

vk@
hollandinnovationnetwork.in

sk@
hollandinnovationnetwork.in

sk@
hollandinnovationnetwork.in

astrid.seegers@minbuza.nl

barbara.wiewel@minbuza.nl

eric@hollandinnovation.jp

rs@hollandinnovation.jp

mihoko@hollandinnovation.jp

mariko.nakano@minbuza.nl

pw@nost-korea.com

jeha@nost-korea.com

Holland Innovation Network Singapore
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Office for Science and Technology
541 Orchard Road, 13-01
Liat Towers Singapore 238881
Astrid Seegers
Barbara Wiewel

Holland Innovation Network Japan
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
3-6-3 Shibakoen
Minato-ku, Tokio 105-0011
Eric van Kooij
Rob Stroeks
Kikuo Hayakawa
Mihoko Ishii
Mariko Nakano

Holland Innovation Network South Korea
Royal Netherlands Embassy
10F Jeongdong Building
15-5 Jeong-dong, Jung-gu
Seoul, 100-784, Zuid-Korea
Peter Wijlhuizen
Jeongeun Ha
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kikuo@hollandinnovation.jp

Holland Innovation Network Taiwan
13F-2, 1 Songgao Road,
Taipei-11073, Taiwan
Anouk vd Steen
Chih Kai Yang

Netherlands Innovation Network USA
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Office for Science & Technology
4200 Linnean Avenue N.W.
Washington DC 20008-3896, USA
Taake Manning (Washington)
Alexandra Dousi (Wahsington)
Mart Duitemeijer (Boston)
Molly Douglas (Boston)
Walter de Wit (San Francisco)
Karin Louzada (San Francisco)
Virendya Battja (San Francisco)

chihkaiyang@ntio.org.tw

freekjan.frerichs@minbuza.nl

qm@hollandinnovation.cn

kleintuente@
hollandinnovation.cn

db@netherlandsinnovation.nl

taake.manning@minbuza.nl

alexandra.dousi@minbuza.nl

Mart@nost-boston.org

molly@nost-boston.org

walter-de.wit@minbuza.nlw

karin.louzada@minbuza.nl

jingmin.kan@minbuza.nl

virendya.battja@
minbuza.nl
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Holland Innovation Network China
Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
4, Liangmahe Nanlu
Beijing 100600, China
Freek Jan Frerichs (Beijing)
Ma Qing (Beijing)
JingMin Kan (Beijing)
Fons Klein Tuente (Guangzhou)
David Bekker (Shanghai)

anoukvandersteen@ntio.
org.tw
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Netherlands Innovation Network Brazil
Consulate General of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands
Netherlands Office for Science & Technology
Avenida Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 1779 - 3. Floor
Jardin Paulistano | 01452-001 São Paulo SP
Robert Thijssen
Ernst-Jan Bakker
Rick Breugelmans
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robert.thijssen@minbuza.nl
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ernstjan.bakker@minbuza.nl

rick.breugelmans@
minbuza.nl

Colophon

This is a publication of
The Netherlands Enterprice Agency,
department International Innovation,
team MATCH (Mission And Technology Cooperation Hub)
Version
March 2022
Questions | Comments | Suggestions
Do you have any questions, comments or suggestions about
this Innovation missions Annual Report 2022? Please feel
free to contact Chantal Mas (chantal.mas@rvo.nl).
Disclaimer
Although this publication has been prepared with the utmost
care, International Innovation cannot accept any liability for
any errors. No part of this publication may be reproduced and
/ or published by print, photocopy, microfilm or any other
means without written permission of the publisher.

